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GOING STRONG: Twins Celebrate Two Decades
Identical twins Lynne Green, left, and Gaye
Chandler share a bond that knows no bounds. See story inside.
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Kidney Society Centre, Auckland: 5 Swaffield Road, Papatoetoe,
Auckland 2025.
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Nora our Manager of 30+
years writes the News, talks
to renal staff on behalf of all
patients and is responsible
for funding, service design
and quality.

Lynda our Office Manager is
in charge of managing the
office, the dialysis houses and
much more. She also knows
just the right person for you to
talk to, ask her anything!

Leigh our Social Worker
can talk to you about “kidney failure and you” and
money, family, housing and
many other practical matters.

Gina usually answers the
phones, manages our
accounts, fundraising,
raffles, subscriptions and
general administration.

Brian our Community Health
worker can help you understand kidney
failure
and how it affects you and
your family.

Tracey our Wellness Educator
can help you keep mobile
and feel good “the gentle” or
“the active way. She can find
you a gym or give you exercises for at home.

Gwen our Housekeeper/General Assistant keeps
our centre and dialysis
houses spotless and helps
with mailouts, raffles and a
lot of other office work.

Bryan our Caretaker is
responsible for maintaining
our centre and our community houses, vehicles and
equipment.

Contributions to the Kidney Society News are always welcome.
To be in time for the next News, please get your contribution in before
Friday 10 July. Views expressed in the News are not necessarily those of the
committee or staff.
No matter where you live in New Zealand FREE Social Work Phone Support is
available for kidney patients by phoning the Kidney Society in Auckland.
Anyone with a chronic kidney condition anywhere in New Zealand can call
our Social Worker and other staff for information or advice. Just phone
0800 235 711 for free or email kidneysociety@adks.co.nz.

Pre-Dialysis Education, Whakatane
with the Waikato Pre-Dialysis nurses and Brian from the Kidney Society

Wednesday 29 July, 10.00 am – 1.00 pm
Knox Presbyterian Church, 83 Domain Road, Whakatane
For further information please contact the Pre-Dialysis Nurse
Specialists, either Mark Hodge on mob 021 739 561 or Sue Goddard on 021 246
0931 or 07 839 8899 ext. 6594. You can also contact Brian at the Kidney Society,
0800 235 711 or email brian@adks.co.nz

Home visits in Papamoa and Te Puke
Tuesday 28 July – Papamoa
Thursday 30 July – Te Puke
If you would like a visit, phone us on 0800 235 711 or email brian@adks.co.nz

Pre Dialysis Education, Manurewa
with the Counties Manukau Pre-Dialysis nurses and Brian
from the Kidney Society

Tuesday 18 August, 10.00 am – 2.00 pm
Friends Building, Manurewa Botanic Gardens
102 Hill Road, Manurewa
For information phone Nogi, Pre-Dialysis Nurse Specialist, Ph 276 0044
ext 2246

Home visits in Coromandel, Thames, Whangamata,
Ngatea, Paeroa, Waihi, Pokeno
Wednesday 12 August
If you would like a visit, phone us on 0800 235 711 or email brian@adks.co.nz

Home visits in Cambridge, Matamata, Waharoa,
Morrinsville
Thursday 13 August
If you would like a visit, phone us on 0800 235 711 or email brian@adks.co.nz

Home visits in the Auckland Region
These are available all year round.
Both Leigh and Brian can visit you at home. Most patients registered with the
Society live in Auckland, so that is where they spend most of their time. You
don’t need to wait for them to phone or write to you. If you would like a visit,
phone 278 1321 or 0800 235 711 or email brian@adks.co.nz
or leigh@adks.co.nz
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Twins Celebrate Two Decades
GOING STRONG: Identical twins Lynne Green, left,
and Gaye Chandler share a bond that knows no
bounds.
Story by Natalie Brittan, courtesy Howick Pakuranga Times,
23 April 2015

Twenty years have passed since the first kidney transplant between identical twins was conducted in Auckland Hospital and today they are happy, healthy and
well in East Auckland.
Lynne Green gave her left kidney to her twin sister, Gaye Chandler, in 1995,
a landmark occasion documented by various media.
Mrs Chandler, a long-time Bucklands Beach resident, had been battling kidney failure since she was 32 as a result of high blood pressure that had gone
undetected.
“It would take me all day to do the ironing. I was tired, vomiting, and having
dialysis [CAPD] four times a day,” she told the Times. “My blood pressure had
shrunk my kidneys basically.”
Her condition worsened until things became “desperate”, says Mrs Green, a
mother of four. “I got my rear end into gear because she was given one
year to live. “I thought to myself, ‘Gaye has been with me since we were in
the womb. She’s my best friend as well as my sister. We’re so close.’ I could
not have her die and know I could’ve done something to help.”
There were concerns particularly from Mrs Green’s family who were afraid
they would lose her.
“It was hard at the time because I had young children,” she says. And husband, Gavin Green, was “dubious” about the transplant because he had
lost his mother at a young age.
But there was “no way” Mrs Green would’ve done nothing about it. So the
operation commenced on March 17, 1995, a special day for both twins as it
was the day of their grandmother’s birthday as well as the day before their
birthday.
The major procedure took its toll on the donor. “I was so ill after giving her my
kidney. I felt like I was dying!” says Mrs Green.
Meanwhile Mrs Chandler felt instantly better and did not have to go on antirejection drugs. “It was like having my own kidney back!”
Twenty years later the sisters continue to be in the pink. “I don’t know where
20 years have gone,” says Mrs Chandler. “I wouldn’t have seen my kids marry, and seen my grandchildren. I wouldn’t have travelled,” she says. “I can’t
see my life without Lynne when I look back on 60 odd years. It’s like we’re
joined at the hip. We’ve never argued, we love each other, we think the
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same, we dress alike and we give people the same presents. “We’re very
blessed to have each other.”
And with longevity running in the family, the years ahead certainly look rosy
for the close-knit pair.

MEDITERANNEAN PIZZA
from the booklet Dining In: Delicious Dialysis Recipes & Meals - Renal
Resource Centre
Ingredients - serves 2
1 medium flat bread e.g. Lavash
or Lebanese bread
½ cup canned tomatoes
(low salt options best)
½ tsp minced garlic
1 Spanish red onion, diced
6 capsicum rings, diced
¼ cup fresh mushrooms, sliced
10 black olives, pitted (low salt options best)
60g reduced fat cheddar cheese, grated
2 tbsp torn basil
2 tsp pine nuts
Pre-heat oven to 180 C and spray a round pizza tray or similar with
cooking spray. Lightly puree tomatoes and garlic. Spread sauce
lightly on to the bread and top with the remaining ingredients in
above order. Cook in moderate oven for 10 minutes or until cheese
melts and has started to brown. Cut into quarters and serve hot.
This recipe is from a series of two Australian booklets:
Dining In: Delicious Dialysis Recipes
and Meals
Eating Out: A Guide for Chronic
Kidney Disease Patients
You can download the booklets, or we can print them for you, just phone
Lynda, 0800 235 711. A small charge for printing/postage may apply.
http://www.renalresource.com/pdf/DIDRM.pdf
http://www.renalresource.com/pdf/Eating%20Out%20Guide_LR.pdf
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NEWS from the home of
the Chiefs and the
Northern Knights
We operate a social Club from the Waikato
Regional Renal centre to involve patients in a
variety of activities.
Last November we had an annual dinner at
the Hamilton Workingmen’s club, this year in February 13 patients went fishing in Coromandel and everyone caught a fish. In March we had a mystery
bus trip, we hired a bus that can change its seating plan to fit as many as 13
wheelchairs and passengers, we only needed 3 for our patients. The bus
took a total of 24 people and we went to Raglan and then on a harbour
cruise for about 1 ½ hours. On our return to shore we had lunch on the
wharf. The day was made more pleasant being a brilliantly fine day. The trip
concluded with a pleasant drive back to Hamilton on a different route than
we went by.
All of our events are subsidised by having a variety of fundraising activities
during the year.
Barry Ross, Chairman

“Patients for patients” events don’t need Kidney Society staff!
The Waikato social club is by no means the only patient run club, there are
groups like this all over the country. The Kidney Society used to organise
events and outings – many years ago – and we also used to have dialysis
camps, but we’re no longer able to do so as the now over 2800 patients and
families we support need many “other things” from our staff. It’s so good to
see that patients themselves now organise get-togethers in many areas.
We are always happy to advertise support group events in the magazine,
just let us know!

I can’t have a kidney transplant.
Can I do dialysis for the rest of my life?
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Answers to this question and many others about living with kidney
disease can be found on http://www.davita.com/kidneydisease/dialysis/the-basics/dialysis:-questions-and-answers/e/5071

The questions, “How long can someone live?” and, “How well can
someone live?” are very common when you need to go on dialysis
and you’re scared. Yes, dialysis is something you can do for the rest
of your life. Some people have done dialysis for 30 years or more
without getting a transplant. How long you can live on dialysis and
how well you can do will depend on a number of things, including:


How healthy you are, other than kidney disease



How positive your attitude is (optimists live longer, depression
can be treated)



Whether you receive good quality medical care and dialysis



How much you learn about dialysis and take an active role in
your care.

Nobody lives for 30 years or more on dialysis by accident — it takes a
lot of knowledge and effort. To learn more, read articles on
www.davita.com , www.kidneys.co.nz ,
http://www.homedialysis.org or http://www.kidney.org.au

Wellness Off
the Beaten
Track…
Our office is in Auckland, but
no matter where you may
live, you don’t need to miss
out on our WELLNESS PROGRAMME.
If you want help with any of the problems below, Tracey our wellness
educator (who can talk as much and as well over the phone as she
can in person) is happy to help.
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•

Do you have trouble with cramps and restless legs? Maybe
you need Tracey to send you out a free foot roller…

•

Starting to find it hard to get out of your chair or up the front
steps? A phone call to Tracey and she can mail you out
some tricks and tips to make this easier.

•

Hands getting weak and sore? Perhaps a free hand ball.

•

Need some contacts or advice on suitable local gyms or
groups? Tracey can find you a suitable one anywhere.

•

Would you like a home program but are not sure how to get
started? Tracey can design one just for you.

Tracey works Tuesdays and Wednesdays. She is not in the office
much as she is out and about visiting people. You can usually get
hold of her before 10 am or after 3 pm on those days, or you can
phone any weekday 9-5 on 0800 235 711 and leave a message for
Tracey to phone you.

Are You A Family Carer or do you support
someone with health or mobility problems?
Carers or support people come in all shapes, sizes & ages.
Carers NZ exists to support our country's family, whānau, and aiga
carers.
Join Carers NZ for free to receive electronic newsletters, alert bulletins, special offers, and other information.

There are serious risks associated with carers becoming exhausted
and overwhelmed. Compassion fatigue and carer ‘burnout’ is an all
too real phenomenon. The wellbeing of the person you support depends on your being fit and able to care – physically and mentally.
8

Caring can be a tough job, especially over the long term, and taking the breaks you need will help you continue to care well.
“I get up early for a walk by myself while my partner is still home to
care for our daughter before he goes to
work. These daily breaks are great for my
physical and mental health.”

Overcoming obstacles
Sometimes it seems that for every reason
why taking breaks is a good idea, there’s a
reason why it’s just too hard. The first step to
looking after yourself is overcoming the barriers to taking time out. It’s not easy and, unfortunately, it’s something you have to work
out for yourself. But it is possible. It may help
to reflect on comments from other carers.
The Time Out Respite Guide can be downloaded, or phone the Kidney Society if you would like a printed copy (Lynda, 0800 235 711)

“I know I need to let go and have proper respite breaks but this is so
hard: what if something goes wrong, what if all my attention to keeping my partner well is undone by an indifferent respite provider? It’s
hard to trust in others but I know the time has come to plan proper
breaks for at least a week at a time, so I can catch up with friends
and family ... potter around the house ... feel ‘free’ from constant
support needs which are exhausting. Others have encouraged me
for years to take regular breaks, but such decisions are up to us carers ... we have to care enough about ourselves to follow through
and arrange the breaks we need, even if things might not go perfectly.”

“You have to put yourself first sometimes and organise the breaks
even if you feel selfish. Otherwise you may suffer burnout, then you’re
no help to anyone.”
9

Go to http://www.carers.net.nz/ and select your “bite sized break”
from a series of short “time out” videos,
songs, meditation and relaxation. Have a
look at “Sierra loves chasing bubbles!”.

“Anyone can find five minutes for a walk in the garden or some other
little activity that gives pleasure. We carers need to find this time
wherever we can; if you do it consciously you will be surprised how
many mini breaks you can have in a day.”

Hair, Nails and
Chronic Kidney Disease
With thanks to Davita, www. Davita.com

When you look your best, you will likely feel your best. But sometimes
conditions such as chronic kidney disease (CKD) can get in the way
of that feeling. Changes to your body, such as hair loss or nail discoloration, may happen when you have CKD and are on dialysis.
10

Others can notice theses change, too, which can affect some people's self esteem when their outward appearance is affected. But
there are steps people with CKD can take to help keep their hair
and nails healthy.

Hair and CKD
Like a person's skin, hair can become visibly abnormal when you develop a disease. Some people experience hair breakage or find that
their hair falls out, or sometimes both. For some patients, hair problems can occur before starting dialysis or after being on dialysis. In
contrast, for people who don't have CKD and lose their hair, it's usually due to aging, stress or heredity.

Nails and CKD
Both fingernails and toenails can be affected by kidney disease. Nail
changes patients may experience include abnormal:
•
•
•
•

Colour
Shape
Texture
Thickness

Nitrogen waste products build up in people with CKD, which can
lead to damaged fingernails and toenails. Show your doctor if you
have any abnormal change in your nails such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yellow or opaque colouring
Brittle nails
Pitted nails (can easily break off or fall off)
Linear depressions across the fingernail (called Beau's lines)
Ridge-shaped nails
Raised ridges, thin and concave shaped (called koilonychia)
White streaks, spots on the nails (called leukonychia

Why hair and nails change for people with CKD
Hair and nail abnormalities usually stem from one of three things:
malnutrition, vitamin deficiencies and the side effects of certain
medications.
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Hair and nails are made up of protein. For some people with kidney
disease, food can taste different. If food doesn't taste good or familiar, it can cause loss of appetite. This means your dietary protein
sources, such as meat, poultry, fish and eggs, may not be adequate
for your kidney diet. A proper kidney diet contains a good amount of
protein and other nutrients that are necessary to help keep hair and
nails healthy.
People with CKD are at high risk for deficiencies in zinc, calcium, iron
and B vitamins. To treat and prevent these deficiencies, dialysis patients are prescribed a renal vitamin that contains high levels of B
vitamins. Blood levels of calcium and iron are checked monthly and
supplements are prescribed if levels are low.
Also, it's important to know if medicine you're taking is causing your
bodily changes. But don't stop taking your medicine until your doctor
tells you to do so. Medicines could be added or changed if results
show a link between the medication and your hair and nail change.
Switching your dialysis modality can also cause changes in your hair.

Hair, Nails and CKD Tips for hair and nail changes
If you're a patient on dialysis, speak with your healthcare team when
you notice changes in your hair and nails. Your doctor may order a
lab test of your blood to detect any abnormal hormone levels, such
as thyroid hormone.
For the most part, hair loss is temporary for dialysis patients and will
begin to grow back after a couple of months. In the meantime, here
are some tips to help deal with temporary hair loss:
•

Avoid perms and colouring (which can be harsh for your hair)

•

Don't use tight rubber bands

•

Consult with your hair stylist on ways to mask thinning hair

•

Eat the right amount of protein (discuss this with your dietitian)

•

Take your renal vitamin as prescribed
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Bloom where you are planted
In memory of Barbara Jenkins, Dialysis Hero
We’re not all called to be famous heroes – some of
us are called to be everyday heroes; people who
make a small but meaningful difference in the lives
of others. When we bloom where we’re planted, we
begin to change the world for the better, one person at a time. Even if you have kidney failure or some other health
condition that stops you from doing the things you would have liked
to do in life, you can still make a very special contribution to the lives
of others.
One such person was Barbara Jenkins of Whangarei, a wonderful inspirational lady who passed away at age 83 in May, having been a
Northland kidney patient for 24 years. Barbara was fondly known to
dialysis staff as the Matriarch of the renal service. She touched the
lives of the majority of staff and patients - moving between almost
every area of the Whangarei renal unit going from CKD to PD to HD
to transplant and back to HD from 2002. Through it all she remained
positive and encouraging of others. She sat on many a patient panel
for renal study days, took many new patients (especially the young
ones) under her experienced wing and told many patients off to
their face if they dared to be either uncompliant with their treatment
or obnoxious to staff.
Barbara had memories stretching back to almost the beginning of
dialysis in Northland, she watched all the staff who trained after 1991
and made sure she knew all about them as well as every new patient that started haemodialysis. She has seen so many people come
and go; only one patient of her era has outlived her.
For us at the Kidney Society she now takes her place as one of the
many dialysis “heroes”, people we have great memories of and who
we continue to think about when we look for ways to support and
encourage others who are trying to get their head around living with
kidney failure.
Goodbye Barb – may you rest in peace.
Lisa Harvey-Jack, Clinical Nurse Manager Renal, Whangarei Hospital
and Nora Van der Schrieck, Kidney Society
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Surprising places where sodium is
hidden in your diet
Most of us consume too much sodium. Our average daily intake is
about double that recommended.
If you have kidney disease it is recommended to keep your intake to
less than 2,300mg sodium per day.
Most of the sodium we eat does not come from the salt shaker. it
comes from processed or manufactured foods. It may come as a
surprise to find that sodium is found in some of the drinks you
consume.
Some drinks do not taste salty as they have a lot of sugar in them or
your taste buds have become used to high levels of sodium. To keep
within your sodium limits you need to keep track of your drinks as well
as all the food you have each day. Read the food labels to choose
drinks without added sodium.
Check out and compare the sodium in the following fluids! Please
note these comparisons are made in cup measures which equals
250mls and are ordered from highest to lowest from left to right.

Sports Drinks
Hint: these are only suitable to consume after intense exercise
greater than 1 hour.
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Milo / Coffee / Tea
Hint: The amount of sodium depends on how many teaspoons
of Milo and cofee you use and how many cups you drink.

Energy Drinks and Sodas
Hint: Most energy drinks are not suitable as they contain large
amounts of sugar and sodium

Soups
Hint: Most commercial soups are high in sodium. Homemade
soups are preferable.
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Vegetable Juices
Hint: Most are high in sodium and can also be high in
potassium so ask your dietitian.

Disclaimer:
The information in this article has been obtained from current food
manufactured items sold in outlet stores in 2015 and from FoodWorks
Xyris 2007 database. We advise that you consult with your dietitan
for further information.
Auckland City Hospital Renal Dietitians 2015

Focus groups help determine attitudes
about paid organ donation
Should people be paid if they donate an organ? A focus group in
Australia turned up a variety of opinions.
Focus groups with 113 participants from the general public in three
Australian states considered reimbursement and justifiable compensation of costs related to organ donation to be legitimate ways of
supporting donors. Financial payment beyond reimbursement was
regarded as "morally reprehensible and would threaten community
16

values of goodwill, human dignity, and fairness, with the potential for
exploitative commercialism," the researchers reported.
Source: Transplant Today, electronic newsletter of the American
Association of Kidney Patients
https://www.aakp.org/education/newsletters/item/kidneytransplant-today.html

If you Hate Dialysis, here is a game for you to try!
Go to http://www.ihatedialysis.com/game.htm

KIDNEY EDUCATION VIDEOS

spoken in English,
Samoan and Tongan
Available on the Kidney Health NZ website,
http://www.kidneys.co.nz/Patient-Information/Audiovisual-education-resources/

or on a usb stick from your pre-dialysis Educator.
Topics:
• Peritoneal Dialysis
• Treatment Options
• Haemodialysis
• Understanding Kidney Disease
• Supportive Care
• Transplantation
• Robin’s Haemodialysis Story - One mans experience
• Alan and Barbara’s Living Donor Transplant Story
• Living with Peritoneal Dialysis, Craig’s personal story
17

Talking with Your Doctor
Planning Your Doctor Visit; it’s a Partnership
How well you and your doctor talk to each other is one of the most
important parts of getting good health care. Unfortunately, talking
with your doctor isn't always easy. In the past, the doctor usually took
the lead and the patient followed. Today, a good patient-doctor relationship is a partnership. You and your doctor can work as a team.
Creating a basic plan before you go to the doctor can help you
make the most of your visit. The tips in this chapter will make it easier
for you and your doctor to cover everything you need to talk about.
Make a List of Your Symptoms
Talking about your health means sharing information about how you
feel. Sometimes it can be hard to remember everything that is bothering you during your doctor visit. Making a list of your symptoms before your visit will help you not forget to tell the doctor anything.
Symptoms can be physical, such as pain, fever, a lump or bump, unexplained weight gain or loss, change in energy level, or having a
hard time sleeping. Symptoms can also involve your thoughts and
your feelings. For example, you would want to tell your doctor if you
are often confused, or if you feel sad a lot.
What to Include
When you list your symptoms, be specific. Your list should include:
• what the symptom is
• when it started
• what time of day it happens and how long it lasts
• how often it happens
• anything that makes it worse or better
• anything it prevents you from doing.
List Your Medications
Your doctor needs to know about ALL the medications you take.
Medications include
•
•
•
•
•

prescription drugs
over-the-counter (non-prescription) drugs
vitamins, herbal remedies or supplements
laxatives
eye drops.
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Sometimes doctors may ask you to bring all your medications in a
bag to your visit. Other doctors suggest making a list of all your medications to bring to your visit.
Note Dosages, Frequency, Side Effects
If you do make a list of the medications you take, do not forget to
write down how much you take and how often you take it. Make
sure to tell the doctor if a dose has changed or if you are taking a
new medicine since your last visit.
Write down or bring all your medications even if you think that one or
some of them are not important. The doctor needs to know everything you take because sometimes medicines cause problems when
taken together. Also, sometimes a medicine you take for one health
problem, like a headache, can cause another health problem to
get worse. Write down any medication allergies you have and any
bad side effects you have had with the medicines you take. Also,
write down which medications work best for you.
To provide the best care, your doctor must understand you as a person and know what your life is like.
Do You Use or need help with seeing, hearing, standing, reaching,
balancing, grasping things, going up or down stairs, and move
around?
Be sure to let your doctor know. If you have trouble with your daily
activities. Equipment may include canes, walkers, scooters, hearing
aids, grab bars, and stair lifts. They can help you.
What Are Your Everyday Habits?
Be prepared to tell your doctor about where you live, if you drive or
how you get around, what you eat, how you sleep, what you do
each day, what activities you enjoy, what your sex life is like, and if
you smoke or drink alcohol.
Be open and honest. It will help your doctor to better understand
your medical conditions and figure out the best treatment choices
for you.
Any Life Changes?
Sometimes things happen in life that are sad or stressful. Your doctor
needs to know about any life changes that have occurred since
your last visit because they can affect your health. Examples of life
19

changes are divorce, death of a loved one, or changing where you
live. Your list should include all your life changes but does not need
to go into detail. It can be short like "had to sell home and move in
with daughter."
Adapted from https://nihseniorhealth.gov/background

Inconsistent Organ Transplant Decisions
sparks Review
By Ben Heather, 19 May 2015; Source: stuff.co.nz

The National Ethics Advisory Committee has raised concerns about
the organ donor system in New Zealand, sparking Associate Health
Minister Peter Dunne to order a review.
In a report released this month, the committee said there seemed to
be no consistency around deciding who received an organ and
many patients appeared confused about why they were, or were
not, receiving a potentially lifesaving transplant.
There was also unequal access to transplants, with Maori and Pacific
people less likely to receive a replacement organ.
"It is unclear how the competing principles ... are being weighed
against each other," the report said. "Allocation decisions need to be
ethically defensible as deceased donor ... organs are a communityheld resource."
It also raised concerns about how people were treated once they
were on the waiting list, particularly the hundreds waiting for a new
kidney. Most wait for three years for a new kidney but many have
been taken off the list because they have become too sick to be eligible, or have died.
With 600 patients on the kidney transplant list, 170 added a year and
only 110 kidney operations performed each year, the gap would only get worse, the report said. This could create a widening disconnection between patients' expectations of a new kidney and the
actual "very low chances of being transplanted".
"Some stakeholders have raised an ethical issue of whether these
people live in 'false hope'."
The report was welcomed by Kidney Health New Zealand, with chief
executive Max Reid saying it reflected the anecdotal evidence the
organisation had gathered from doctors and patients.
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"The criteria do appear to be applied inconsistently across DHBs," he
said. "There are also questions of transparency. How do people know
they are all being treated in the same way?"
New Zealanders have one of the worst organ donor rates in the developed world, being less than half Australia's and even further behind many European countries.
Despite the Government recently trumpeting a record number of
transplants and increased funding, the number of dead donors had
risen from 40 in 2003 to just 46 last year.
Many of the countries with higher donor rates forced people to opt
out of organ donation, rather than requiring them to opt in, as New
Zealand does.
"We are something like third to the bottom in the developed world,
which is simply unacceptable," Reid said.
Dunne said two separate reviews were being carried out into organ
donations, one focusing on the concerns raised by the committee
and a broader investigation into ways to increase donor rates. Options being considered included removing a family's bedside right to
override a deceased relative's consent to be an organ donor.
While issues of transparency and unequal treatment raised by the
committee were important, they were all contingent on getting
enough organs, Dunne said.
"All of this is predicated on organs being available, and we don't
have a particularly high rate of organ donors in New Zealand."
– You can donate your eyes, skin, liver, kidney, pancreas, lungs and
heart.
– You can indicate that you want to be a donor on your driver's licence, but that can still be overruled posthumously by your family.
– If you need an organ, you need to be referred to a transplant unit
by a specialist and undergo medical and other tests to determine
your suitability.
– To make the list, you need to be sick enough to need a new organ
but generally healthy enough, without other complicating conditions, to have a decent likelihood of surviving for at least five years
with the new organ.
– Last year there were 175 organ transplants, the majority of them
kidney transplants.
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Fundraising and Support
Your fundraising,
17 March – 22 May:
Subscriptions
Member donations
Raffles
IM Donations
A fantastic total of

$1.020
$1,088
$340
$2,120
$4,568

Grants
Since the last News we received the following grants:
NZ Lotteries $50,000, Four Winds Foundation $7,500, Lion Foundation
$40,000, Endeavour Community Foundation $2,000 and TTCF 10,000
for salaries, Blue Sky Community Trust $1,000 Prepaid envelopes, &
Joyce Fisher Charitable Trust $15,000 for services.
It costs $900,000 per year to support close to 3,000 families – around
$300 per family per year. Most of this money comes from grants.

In Memoriam Donations
Donations in memory of Kevin Cosgrove, Sharon Agar, Shanti Patel,
Johnny Bond & Florence Rose were received, with thanks. These
gifts, like all donations and gifts made in someone’s memory, are
used with care towards our services for people with kidney failure.

Why are my fluids limited?
One of the jobs of healthy kidneys is to remove extra fluid from the
body. When the kidneys fail, dialysis can remove some of the fluid.
But you also need to drink or eat less fluid.

What happens if I have too much fluid?
If you come to dialysis with too much fluid, your treatment will make
you feel bad. Your blood pressure may drop, so you feel dizzy or
faint. Your muscles may cramp. You may have headaches, nausea,
or pass out.
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Over time, too much fluid can harm your body. Too much fluid can
cause a type of heart failure.
Your feet or legs may swell up with fluid. This is called oedema
(a-dee’-ma).
You may feel short of breath if extra fluid goes to your lungs.

What counts as a fluid?
Anything you drink is a fluid. This includes water, coffee, tea, soda
pop, milk, beer, wine, and so forth.
Some foods count as fluids, too. Any food that is liquid at room temperature, like ice cream or popsicles, is a fluid. Soups, thin stews, and
watery foods like watermelon count as fluids, too.

How much fluid can I have?
How much fluid you can have depends on how much urine you
make. If you make a lot of urine, you can have more fluid. If you
make no urine, you can have less fluid.
Your urine will be measured to see how much fluid you should have.
Measuring your fluids for a while will help you get used to your limit.

What does salt have to do with fluid?
Salt makes you thirsty. It also makes your body keep more water.
Healthy kidneys remove extra salt. When the kidneys fail, most people must limit salt and fluid. Ask your dietitian how to make foods
taste good without adding salt.

What is dry weight?
Dry weight is your weight without extra fluid. It is used as a target for
each treatment.
At your dry weight, you should feel good after dialysis. This is often
measured in Kg (kilograms).

You can help yourself and the renal unit team by controlling the amount of fluid you drink. The pictures on the next
page show you what happens if you drink too much
between treatments.
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On the internet, have a
look at
www.kidneypatientguide.org.u

to see the animated
version of these pictures:
see the man’s heart get
bigger as he drinks
more!
It helps you really understand how drinking too
much is bad if you are
on dialysis.
There's no avoiding the
fact that dealing with
fluid restriction can be
difficult at times. To keep
thirst under control,
gargling with ice cold
water, sucking an ice
cube, or chewing gum
can be helpful. Salt and
salty foods should, of
course, be limited if not
avoided.
There I a lot of very good
information on all sorts of
things to do with kidney
failure on this website:
www.kidneypatientguide.org.uk

• What patients say
• Physical aspects
• Treatment
• Emotional effects
• Diet
• Financial implications
• Holidays
• Carers, family and friends
• Support groups
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Blood Pressure

Blood pressure is the force
of the blood against the
artery (blood vessel) walls
as the heart pumps it
around the body.
When the blood pressure is too high it can damage your artery walls
and some of your organs, especially your kidneys.
When your blood pressure is taken there are two numbers recorded
such as 130/70. Both numbers are important.
The first number is called the systolic pressure – this is the pressure in
the arteries as the heart squeezes out blood during a beat.
The second number is called the diastolic pressure – this is the pressure of the blood in the arteries when the heart relaxes before the
next beat.th Chronic Kidney Disease
A normal blood pressure is considered to be anything less than
140/90. Your doctor will talk to you about your blood pressure and
whether you need to do something about it. Sometimes your doctor
will want your blood pressure to be lower than 140/90.
It is important to know that your blood pressure does change and
can be different from day to day.
Text is from “Know your KIDNEY numbers – information for people with
Chronic Kidney Disease” on the Kidney Health NZ website
www.kidneys.co.nz
You can phone the Kidney Society on 0800 235 711 to have a copy
sent to you.
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Help promote Live Kidney Donation
Buy a Give a Kidney
T-shirt and wear it often!
$20 each plus $5 postage if mailed. We sell
them, at cost, to help promote live kidney
donation more widely throughout the community.
Sizes: measure in cm, armpit to armpit
across your front for best fit.
S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

52

54.5

57

59.5

62

64.5

Order from Lynda, 0800 235 711 or 278 1321, or email
lynda@adks.co.nz . Payment options: cash, cheque, MasterCard,
Visa or into our bank account (get the number from Lynda).

Meet Robert, his t-shirt says “I’m the designated
passenger”.
In the photo he is “driving” his dialysis
machine at Calvert House, one of
two Kidney Society community houses in South Auckland, where he does
his haemodialysis exactly like he
would at home. Beats dialysing at a
hospital unit any day!
Robert shares the 8 machines at the
house with 14 other patients. Our
other community house, called
“Middlemore House” is used by 14
patients. Community dialysis is so
popular that even though some patients eventually take a machine
home, we are working on yet another
house as there are people waiting.
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Has your address or phone number changed?
We have no way of knowing unless you tell us. Please remember to
let us know BEFORE you move, or as soon as you have a new phone
number.

The Kidney Society NEWS is FREE for
Auckland/Northland/Waikato/Bay of Plenty/Lakes, Tairawhiti/
Gisborne and Hawkes Bay pre-dialysis, dialysis and transplant
patients.
Others, including supporters, are welcome to subscribe to the Kidney Society
News for $25 per year ( 6 issues).

For changes to our mailing list, to have your name taken off the list or
added to it, or to subscribe, please fill in the form below and send to:
FREEPOST 1875, Kidney Society, P O Box 97026, Manukau City,
Auckland 2241, phone 09 278 132 or 0800 235 711, or email kidneysociety@adks.co.nz
Name ………………………………………….…………………………………
Phone ……………..………………………..…email ………………………….
Address …………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………..………………………….

Please do the following: (tick box)
add my name to your mailing list (free for Auckland/
Northland/Waikato/Bay of Plenty/Lakes, Tairawhiti/Gisborne and
Hawkes Bay pre-dialysis, dialysis and transplant patients).
I am a kidney failure patient
please change my contact details as per above
please take my name off your mailing list
I am a supporter, or a patient not looked after by one of the renal
services above. I would like to receive the magazine, please sign me
up as a paying News subscriber, $25 enclosed.
OPTIONAL: please sign me up as a Kidney Society Financial
Member, $20 annual subscription enclosed.
Use of your name, address and any other information about you is exclusive to the
Society and its staff for use in the provision of our services to you.
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kidney society
Mid Year
Raffle
Three Fabulous Variety Hampers to be won!
Each variety hamper is full
of wonderful goodies and
gifts to the value of $300
each.
Total prize value $900.00
Just 4500 tickets – buy yours
today!
Tickets $1 each or $5 for a
book of 6.
To order your tickets, phone
Gina or Lynda at
09 278 1321 or 0800 235 711,
or come and see us at the
Kidney Society, 5 Swaffield
Road, Papatoetoe,
Auckland.
Closes 21st July, drawn 22nd
July 2015.

The Winners will be notified by phone

We acknowledge great ongoing support from:
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